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Is New York American? 

Is New York American? The usual answer to 
this question is, no, and then, with rising indig
nation, No! Sometimes the hope of those that 

think our morals, our taste, our language, and our 
literature are going to the dogs, is that New ^ ork, 
where most of the novelties come from, is not 
American. 

When it comes to books, this statement will not 
stand analysis. New York in the arts is the most 
American part of America, though by no means 
necessarily the best. I t is the living edge of growth 
and experiment. 

American literature' has grown sophisticated. It 
is hard where it used to be soft, self-conscious where 
once it was naive, poised and aware where once it 
used to blunder into excellence. Especially is this 
true of the stage. American books have grown more 
realistic in the philosophic sense. No longer do they 
accept all the conventions as doctrine. Marriage, the 
state, religion, morality, love, as the nineteenth cen
tury knew them, are all under challenge. Only 
magazine writing of the two million reader variety 
accepts the old conclusion that a beautiful bride 
and a million dollars will make any man happy for 
life. American writers, like those ,if Europe, 
have immensely widened the area of thcii- studies. 
They have plunged into the inner consciousnes-;, :is in 
Christopher Morley's "Thunder on the Ecft ," and 
finding drama there have brilliantly exposed it. 
They ha\'e discovered the psvchological importanre 
of sex, and have not hesitated to discu?s it in all 
its reality. American authors, first under European 
influence, and then by their own volition, have be
come fertile in technical experiments. Thev have 
turned the play inside out, and taken the novel 
apart in the attempt to see what it was made ot . 
T h e old-fashioned reader sometimes does not know 
whether it is poetry, prose, or sheer machiess that 
he is reading. And lastl)', these new Americans 
have become satiric, ironic, sarcastic, until no withers 
are imwrung. 

And all these characteristics of a changing 
American literature are inevitably associated with 
New York. There thev have begun, or been most 
encouraged. There , in New York, the wa\-es of 
European ideas carrying novelty and change beat 
most strongly. There , in New York, men and 
women come from all over the United States bring
ing the desire for change bred in their home com
munity and to be discharged in New '^'ork. Search
ing reality, they find New York sophisticated, open-
mmded, intelligent, aware of Europe, \et self-de
pendent. And they make, there or elsewhere, then 
or later, since New York (like old Boston) Is a 
state of mind by no means geographical, the hooks 
that are different. 

Is New York, then, American.? Acutely so, for 
in literature at least it represents America in the 
future tense. The rapid extensions of fiction, the 
new diction of poetry, the quick sophistication of the 
stage, are all normal results of a change in ideas 
and beliefs which are as inevitable for one part of 
the Union as another. Anyone who still reads the 
great Victorians and will take the pains to study the 
ideas implicit in the news of his daily paper, knows 
that we have entered a new era, and also that 
change in art, literature, music, as well as in edu
cation, government, and society is certain. If New 
York reflects this most vividly, it is not because it is 
anti-American. 

The animosity aroused by the new literature is 
readily to be accounted for. In part it is a natural 
resentment against new ideas that ignore old ones. 

Mamertine 
By L E O N A R D BACON 

TW A S here they strangled Vercingetorix. 
Here the Numidian tyrant, as the knot 
Drew tighter, rolled his eyeballs scarlet-shot. 

Shivered, and died, for all his politics. 
And there are other names you ought to mix 
With these, to show us that you know a lot. 
But which unhappily you have forgot, 
A memory will play a man these tricks. 

Dull little guide, who tread the sacred street 
Lying about your ancestors. God knows 
His purposes. T h e she-wolf, I suppose. 
Had she forseen you, and your shrugs and grins, 
Forth from the suckling lips had drawn the teat, 
And breakfasted in quiet on the twins. 
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But this is not all. The new era is still formless in 
its philosophy, uncertain of where it is going, only 
sure that it does not believe what the nineteenth 
century believed. Hence the effect upon the conser
vatives is precisely as if a mob on floating cakes of 
ice were trying to pull the safe and sound after 
them. W e will not believe the ice is breaking up. 
W e do not like floating cakes. And likewise, while 
this New York literature has vigor, growth, inven
tion, skill, it displays in excess the qualities of the 
new era which we are not going to like—lack of 
restraint, lack of taste, wild expressiveness, inde
cency, cynical wit. 

There is reason enough for distrusting New York 
in its excesses, but none at all for thinking it un
typical. It is American precisely as a child's pre
cocities are the child. Like it, or like it not. New 
York in literature and journalism is America in 
experimental becoming. 

Quakers and Puritans 
By H E N R Y SEIDEL C A N B Y 

IT IS the fashion to say that world history, Euro
pean history, most of all American history is 
being rewritten. I t is not so much being rewrit

ten as reinterpreted. Although the new willingness 
to be interesting has given style again some of its 
old importance, and the innumerable facts which 
research has discovered in the past half century have 
revised many a conclusion, neither circumstance in 
itself is so important as our changed attitude toward 
desired truth. W e have more information about 
the past, and of late the record has been more ac
ceptably written, yet the essential change is in the 
theory of living according to which facts are ar
ranged and words chosen to present them, and this 
theory depends upon the special interests of our 
age. Indeed one can say with little exaggeration 
that our interest has created the new facts by draw
ing them from the obscurity in which nine-tenths 
of the past must always lie, and that those curious 
in mental processes may well find what we in our 
time wish to know about history more significant 
than what we have discovered in the tombs of the 
Egyptians or the records of the American pioneers. 
For we seek neither with the Middle Ages a record 
of God's dealings with men, nor with the eighteenth 
century a political philosophy, but instead evidence 
which will help us to apprehend what we regard 
as the most important aspect of human l i fe: the 
developing power of man over nature and his own 
mental processes, and proof from any era that the 
mind and its body progress, or regress, and why. 
T h e fifth century in Rome, the twelfth in France, 
and the seventeenth in America all interest us for 
reasons that would not have strongly held the actors 
in those periods. Augustine, we imagine, would 
have read Gibbon with disdain. Abelard surely 
would regard H. G. Wells across the ages with 
something like contempt, and Jonathan Edwards 
and Cotton Mather declare in their heaven of the 
elect that our discussions of puritanism are irrelevant 
if not stupidly ignorant of the vital needs of hu
manity. 

Right or wrong, we pursue our own interests, but 
are not thereby permitted to vilify or misunder
stand our ancestors whose motives differed so sharply 
from ours. Books like Mr . Murdock's new life of 
Increase Mather* and Miss Best's recent study of 
Quaker saints,** are therefore welcome because they 
are in effect explanations of strong and ancient 
forces persistently uncomprehended by the very civi
lization they still mould and shaj>e. 

The Puritan influence came from emigrants who 
took with them the bone and sinew of British in
dividualism in religion and education. Their des
cendants, who gave the United States its most char
acteristic mental habit, have been misconceived both 
by the great New Englanders, Hawthorne and 
Emerson, and by the anti-puritans of our day. All 
have sought in them what they wished to find. T h e 
Quakers, possessors of a set of ideals and a prac
tice of living each more perfectly realized than any 
other doctrine or ethics that came to America, have 
been neglected as a shaping force. And yet the ten 
generations since the puritan beginnings or the eight 
since the friendly impact of the Quakers are a tiny 
span in history, even in a packed history like that 
of the United States. Thei r mental habits and 
ideals are stronger in the American mind today than 
anything else that has been brought over seas and 
* INCREASE MATHER. By KENNETH B. MURDOCK. 

Cambridge; Harvard University Press. 1925. $6 
** REBEL SAINTS. By MARY AGNES BEST. New York: 

Harcourt, Brace & Co. 1925. I3. 
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only to be equalled by the effect of the native en
vironment itself. 

Mr . Murdock is more interested in a reputation 
than in influences. His scholarly treatise is a well 
documented history of a typical puritan who was 
second only to Edwards in power of the intellect, 
and to none in his public relations with his narrow 
but fecund epoch in New England. T h e author's 
purpose is to justify Increase according to the 
Mathers' own lights, and thus demolish the legends 
of superstition, self-seeking, sourness, and obscur
antism that cling about the tormentors of witches 
and makers of gloom for later America. His book, 
otherwise satisfying, suffers from this avowed pur
pose; he has indeed proved too much. T h e ten
sion of the Puritan mind is explained, but the ten
sion remains, a force that made great men great 
though unlovely, but drove lesser human nature to
ward hypocrisy and hysteria. T h e argument which 
clears the Calvinist because he was a good Calvinist, 
would excuse Torquemada for his consistency in 
upholding the Inquisition. 

He does not make Increase and the great divines 
of his period more lovable, but he supplies well-
ordered evidence for a conclusion which is really 
more important. He depicts a typical leader of 
seventeenth century New England who, whether in 
the English court or at home in Boston, was to be 
compared in intellectual stature and relative in
fluence to any man of his era, and his book will 
help to confirm an estimate of puritan N e w Eng
land not as a sour and wrangling community of 
cantankerous pioneers (which was sometimes never
theless a good description) but as one of those com
munities like Florence of the quattrocento where, 
in small compass, responsibility, genius, energy de
veloped in a remarkable degree and made a print 
upon history far sharper and deeper than might be 
expected of so small and struggling a state. 

T h e key to the problem is the quality of the 
puritan leader as an intellectual, in the sense in 
which we use that significant word. T h e New 
Englanders in general were picked men, as is shown 
by the prepotence of their heredity, but more sig
nificant for the dominance of the puritan habit of 
mind was the status of the clergy who came with 
them or were chosen and educated on this soil. 
They were not only thinkers of unusual energy, 
but they functioned under conditions likely to give 
even inferior intellects the greatest of opportuni
ties. Men like the three Mathers, like Davenport, 
like Edwards, were not of course inferior in any 
sense. All of them came into active rivalry with 
statesmen, soldiers, above all intellectuals, both at 
home and in the great world overseas, and it is 
doubtful whether their superiors in native intelli
gence and acquired ability were alive in their times. 
Increase gained the respect of Cromwell and two 
English kings, Edwards in his "Freedom of the 
W i l l " displayed a power in pure metaphysics not 
exceeded since. But if they had been lesser men 
their position as leaders in a theocracy with as much 
civil power as moral, and as much dominance by 
character as by doctrine, would have assured them 
an influence in their country to be measured only 
by generations. For in the rough world of early 
New England, where there was plenty of drunken
ness, lechery, worldly self-seeking, and unspiritual 
grabbing of land and power, the clerical ideals 
were nevertheless dominant, and the majority, what
ever their practice, honestly believed that the will 
of God as their leaders taught it was more important 
than trade balances or the acreage annually cleared. 

T h e New England theocracy failed, as was to be 
expected. T h e idea of a God's experiment in a 
new England where all conditions should favor the 
elect and success be measured by perfection vigor
ously interpreted, was doomed in birth. I t was not 
predestined to failure because human nature could 
never survive such a test. W h o knows that it can
not? I t failed for the deeper reason that the test 
itself was faulty. Real saints from the Quaker 
fold, gentle and liberal natures like Roger W i l 
liams, lovers of the Lord, who, like. Vaughn or 
Herbert, adored him in the Arminian fashion, were, 
according to its stern tenets, more dangerous to a 
logical and unalterable orthodoxy than debauched 
Indian traders or profit-seeking Yankees who gave 
only lip service to the puritan Jehovah. 

I t failed, casting a premonitory gloom over the 
last days of Increase M a t h e r , stirring C o t t o n 
Mather's petulant femininity to incredible exertions, 

and rousing Edwards to the height of his great and 
hopeless arguments for a fatalistic creed tliat in spite 
of him could not stand prosperity or endure the re
laxations of common sense. Eut the decav of God's 
New England was only the beginning of the story. 

l i v e generations of intellectual leaders had in
sisted upon the will to perfection and imposed a 
doctrine of never relaxing strain upon New Eng
land and the colonies of New England spread from 
Charleston to the beginning of the new West. 
They put an emphasis, upon willing, and planted in 
the most obdurate consciousness the idea that man 
must hourly strive for improvement. According 
to the doctrine, it was only thus that men could 
discover whether they were of the elect, but in the 
subconsciousness of the puritan descendant this be
came not so much a doctrine as a mental habit of 
moral strenuosity. 

I do not refer to the will to reform, although 
that of course ran with the other. T h e will to make 
others good so evident throughout American social 
history is a concomitant of individualism in religion. 
I f I , rather than Holy Church, am responsible for 
morality, then I must see to it that my brother be
haves himself. But reform, as we have it, is more 
humanitarian than specifically puritan. Increase 
Mather and his kind legislated for the will of God 
not for ethics; the point with them was not whether 
society behaved itself for prosperity's sake, but 
whether man was freed of his passions to devote 
his whole attention to the commands of God. 
Drunkenness was not wicked because it degenerated 
but because it interrupted the concerns of the soul. 
Good liquor strengthened the elect, and was there
fore praiseworthy; excessive mirth in a teetotaller 
was more dangerous than rum soberly administered 
since levity hid from man the sternness of his God. 
Increase would have heartily approved the political 
methods of the anti-saloon league and violently 
attacked their humanitarianism as tending to ad
vance the damnable theory that comfort, prosperity, 
health, good morals had any value in themselves if 
not a function of the soul's complete election to 
salvation. A dozen puritan divines today of the 
old stamp and old power would blow the eighteenth 
amendment to flinders in a generation—and prob
ably give us something worse. 

(,5* t5* t^* 

I t is, indeed, not the ethical formula for making 
everybody good that is the chief legacy of the puri
tans, nor, except in weak forms, their dominant fear 
of the passions. Nor is it their anti-aestheticism, for 
in that, if they were blind to color and deaf to music, 
their intellectual sense of proportion, their apprecia
tion of decorous beauty, is manifest in their furni
ture, their houses, and most of all in the exquisite 
order of such of their villages ;is we have not yet 
destroyed. Nor have the ideas, which intellectuals 
usually leave behind them, in this case survived in 
any consistency. No, it is a mental habit which New 
England chiefly gave to the United States, a deep-
lying will to achieve and accomplish, essential at 
first to all Calvinists who could never know whether 
they were of the elect or the damned unless they 
strove unendingly, and in the decline of Calvinism 
become a will to succeed in any fashion, not to lie 
down and take one's ease, not to be content with what 
one was or had, never to cease trying to rise in the 
scale, which in a hundred forms, many degenerate, 
some admirable, is a part of American strenuosity 
throughout history. T h e aim was lost or transmuted, 
the will, the habit, the custom of energy remained. 

T h a t the influence of a pioneer environment with 
its obstacles which had to be overcome was great in 
this, I of course do not deny, and that boundless 
opportunity in the same environment also called forth 
the will is obvious. Nor do I forget the later Scotch-
Irish whose equivalent doctrine had like effects. 
Climate too has been a factor, yet the more carefully 
one studies American literature, religion, and social 
history, the more evident and the more continuous 
does this mental habit appear. And in both its ethical 
and unethical forms—whether in the reforming 
clergyman, the tireless organizer of business, or the 
American undergraduate strenuous beyond compari
son in the pursuit of his own ideals—it is essentially 
puritan (as Keyserling incidentally has recently 
stated) and specifically in America owes its strongest 
impulses and immediate origin to the leaders of New 
England thought who were the strongest moral and 
intellectual force in our early history. W e have 
lost, or denied, the ends they sought. W e have sub

stituted control of nature or of other men for the 
will of God as they interpreted it, but in accordance 
with familiar psychological laws, the mind has kept 
the direction they gave. There are no puritans alive 
today except in phases so pallid that the seventeenth 
century brethren would have cast them out. Billy 
Sunday would have been whipped in New England, 
and the present Methodist leaders confounded in 
doctrine and convicted of heresy. T h e research 
scientist, inflexibly bending his whole energy to mak
ing man's knowledge conform to a nature with 
whose secrets he wrestles, is the nearest counterpart 
to the Mathers (who themselves were far more 
scientific than literary). And the scientist, though 
he lacks the moral fervor and breadth of purpose 
of the puritan, is our strongest intellectual influence 
now, as they were then. Let us hope that he will 
not become equally besotted. But in any case, the 
puritan habit of mind is still ours, and we are not 
likely soon to escape it. 

Miss Best's "Rebel Saints" reveals what the 
Quaker influence upon so much that we essentially 
are has come to in the general memory. She writes 
brief biographical essays about men and women fami
liar to those born Quakers, or to readers of Sewel's 
History, or to students of religion—Mary Dyer, 
Elizabeth Katherine Evans, famous in Malta, Mary 
Fisher who invaded the "Holy Land of New Eng
land" and the camp of the Sultan, the astonishing 
sailor, Thomas Lurting, and, of course, Wil l iam 
Penn, and that most satisfactory of modern messiahs, 
George Fox. But it is necessary that she should write 
of them aggressively, stressing their militant radical
ism, their fire, their youth, their great program of 
universal communion with the best of the inner 
nature of man, in order that she may cancel in the 
minds of her readers the common idea of the Quaker 
as a peace-at-any-price man who believed that plain 
clothes and non resistance made religion. 

Her heroes were the real fighting Quakers in con
tradistinction to those commonly so called who lack
ed the courage of their convictions and chose in 
time of warfare the easier way. These real Quakers 
were bold beyond the experience of their times, more 
daring than the most daring pioneers, more reasonable, 
more far-seeing, more resolute in their insistence that 
man must rely upon the God within him, than the 
puritans in their determination that he must serve 
God according to formula. I f Miss Best in her de
sire to make her Quakers vital has adopted a false 
style of over emphasis, full of cant colloquialisms 
drawn from stale military journalism, and with 
such unpardonable vulgarisms as " a fly was discover
ed in the ointment in the person of Mistress Anne 
Hutchinson," that is because the Quakers whose 
principles she well understands have not given her 
their spirit, which though often excessive was never 
cheap. Not her Quaker subjects, but Mr . Strachey 
and M r . Guedalla, who began some years ago to 
rewrite history in epigram, are responsible for such 
lapses from taste as the style of this their less gifted 
imitator. 

T h e Quakers of her book are the founders, and 
though so deeply influential in America vrere not, 
except incidentally, Americans. W e recognize, of 
course, some aspects of their influence. W e know 
that Penn's state was the first model of a liberal 
government, and far closer in ideals and practice 
to our United States than was the Puritan theocracy. 
But it is too commonly supposed that essential Quak
erism was lost in the rigidity which strangled the 
Friends in the eighteenth century and changed a 
world-wide enthusiasm into a prosperous sect. This 
is not true. T h e seed of the Quakers was sowed as 
widely if less deeply than the mental habits of the 
puritans. T h e Quakers, while their energy lasted, 
permeated every corner of the infant country. New 
Englanders carried their strenuous but decaying doc
trine with them as they emigrated westward to im
prove their economic status, but the Quakers on their 
first flood went far and wide as missionaries preach
ing the inner light. See Woolman's Journal as one 
of many testimonies. They too, in rapid expansion, 
became part of every American community, in
fluencing it by example which is always stronger 
than doctrine, generally liked and always respected, 
where the Yankees outside of New England were 
generally disliked and often feared. 

Indeed, one need not fear over-statement in saying 
that the fundamental qualities of what can properly 
be called the American brand of idealism are es-
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sentially Quaker m character, am; •.: n ii> 
Quaker in origin. Tolerance, resru. r ̂  
man, spiritual equality, impatience \v i .\ '̂  

forms, dislike of violence as a means u M.: 
disputes, belief in the esseiitial goocim^s- u ;i ir 
nature, even of foreign human natuir, s ;)• !• 
ence in religion, humanitarianism whetii: ; • ..r—. 1-
ers, animals, or slaves:—I do not mean, 1 •• ii,>-\ t. 
say that American history has been based .rr n th'/s^ 
principles, but that they have been const;;;i:: r te't . 
constantly urged by the majority of Anit r I;MIS sus
ceptible to ideals at all, can certainly In- amplv 
demonstrated. And these, if they are Christian prin
ciples in general, are Quaker principles in particular, 
are indeed the very principles which in the sectarirui 
age of violence, privilege, intolerance, plain men and 
women by the hundreds of thousands paid for with 
their property, their liberty, or their lives. George 
Fox's diary is as much more modern in the principles 
advanced and the ideas included as it is more Christ
ian in the primitive sense than Cotton Mather's 
"Magnal ia" or the tenets of Archbishop Laud. 

Yet the Quaker has failed of that eminence of 
praise and abuse which the puritan has so emphatical
ly gained in American histor}'. He has lacked a 
literature to preserve and commemorate him. The 
weakness of Quakerism was its deficiency in intel
lectual fibre. I t depended upon insight, which babes 
and sucklings might possess when scholars were 
blinded by their own vanities. Hence it bred saints 
but not intellectuals. So long as the spiritual fires 
burned bright, miracles were accomplished. But 
when the blaze subsided the ardor slackened, and to 
keep alive the vigor of the sect there was no such 
inental discipline as Calvinism required. The 
Quakers founded the best of elementary schools, but 
only late and slow did they come to higher educa
tion. They did not train intellectual leaders be
cause they did not need intellectual leaders, where
as in the puritan theocracy these were essential; and 
hence there was no such transmutation possible from 
the needs of the church to the needs of the state 
as made New England the nursery of intellect for 
the nation. 

And for this reason and perhaps also because of 
the essential humility of the good Friend, the ideal
ism of the Quakers passed into the national con-
'sciousness and lost its marks of origin while the sour 
reforming habit of the puritans and their insistence 
upon will was carried with them, and often under 
their name, into later history. T h a t Quakerism 
grew flabby, even as puritanism grew aimless, is 
evident. T h e degeneration of the fine philosophy 
of the Friends into general amiability and ineffective 
gestures against violence was not without its eifect 
upon American conduct in 1914, and the quietism of 
thrifty common sense which is the last stage of tol
erance and plain living has made Penn's Penn
sylvania prosperous and heavy-minded. Yet in es
sential principles, in mental attitudes, in religious 
ideas there is more vital Quakerism than genuine 
puritanism in America today, with the single excep
tion of that belief spread so widely by New Eng-
landers throughout the Middle West, that virtue 
•can and should be legislated upon the minds of 
fellow men. 

Can we get back the full vigor and single-minded 
•direction of the puritan intellectuals without becom
ing once more dogmatic and stretching our minds 
again upon the logical outline of self-sufficing 
creed? This is the essential problem of American 
education and is recognized as such by every leader 
whose words are worth regarding. 

Can we revive essential Quakerism with its spirit
ual fire, its passionate belief in the possible goodness 
of every man, its willingness to forego privilese if 
the community can become friends in the sii^ht of 
God, its insistence upon the greater reality of the 
inner life?—can all this be revived in prosprntv, 
with the conquest of nature held forth as the greatest 
?(>od, and a cynical will to power tacitl}- accepted? 
Can success be given the Quaker's connotation in en-
\-ir()nments richer, subtler, more powerful than his? 
'J^iat has been for a century, and still is, tin- vital 
theme of American literature, from I^nvi-.n and 
•Cooper (who were both half Quaker) , 'JlusrwUi, 
Whitman, down to Willa Gather, Robert Frost, 
and Sherwood Anderson. 

A Good First Novel 
1 H i 'i O R T O I S E S H E L L C A T . By N A O M I G . 

R...VDK-SMrrH. New "i'ork: JJoni & Liveright. 
, -25 $2.50. 

Reviewed by H U L B E R T F O O T N E R 

THIS book is hailed on the wrapper as England's 
"iH'st novel of the year." I t is hardly that. 
Svvirnierton's " T h e Elder Sister" and Gar

net*'s " T h e Sailor's Return" spring into the mind 
to (onfute the claim. Nevertheless the enthusiasm of 
the English reviewers is quite justified by the author's 
qualities. It is enchanting to discover in a first novel 
sucii a mellow wit; such a sympathetic understand
ing; such a delicious humor. I t becomes evident in 
the first pages that Miss Royde-Smith belongs among 
the best of the women novelists. There are certain 
subtle, keen, aff^ectionate, and malicious portraits of 
women in this novel that no man could have equal
led. Miss Royde-Smith wisely concentrates on wom
en. She introduces only enough of the male element 
to keep her story moving. Even the cat is a lady cat. 
T h e reader is very definitely informed of that fact. 

All the good fairies were therefore present at their 
author's christening; but alas! one feels that the 
wicked fairy got in also. One hopes that in sub
sequent books her spell may be broken. T h e wicked 
fairy, if one reads aright, inspired Miss Royde-
Smith with the desire to be original. T h e pity of it 
is, that with such gifts as hers, she didn't have to 

L 'lybm noiji tin Camit-ridtr tpanf 

Illustration from "The Kasidah," by Sir Richard 
Burton 

(Brentano's). 

try to be original. In this novel she has chosen to 
develop an extremely difficult and unpleasant situa
tion. This particular situation, like any other in 
life, is perfectly proper material for the novelist— 
if he can swing it! But we have a right to require 
of our entertainers that they do not bite off more 
than they can chew. 

Tha t is what has happened to Miss Royde-Smith in 
this case. She does not tell the plain truth about these 
ugly matters—how could she in English? In order 
to make the actions of her heroine appear credible, 
and at the same time retain some sympathy for that 
young lady, she is forced to attribute to her the pre
posterous innocence so beloved of old-fashioned 
novelists, which ignores the existence of the instincts 
we are all born with. T h e consequence is that this 
highly modern story ends with a sort of moral shud
der, that carries us back to mid-Victorian days. Miss 
Royde-Smith is much, much too good for this sort of 
thing. Surely a novelist has no right to be scandalized 
h\ his own work. I f he cannot treat of such matters 
(iisinterchtcdly, he should leave them alone. Miss 
Royde-Smith has laid herself open to a fatal com-
p.irison; for Maupassant has developed this very 
situation in the fam.ous story called "Paul 's Mis
tress." There the whole truth is told; and the result 
IN one of the most dreadfully painful stories in any 
l.uiguage. 

'Fhough tliis is her first novel, Miss Royde-Smith 
H a person of experience in literary matters, so that 
lur elioK-e of a theme, and her treatment of that 
theme must have been deliberate. She probably 
argued tliat it was the only way she could set by with 

it. So we may commend the lady's astuteness if not 
her art. 

In conclusion it must be insisted upwn again, 
that Miss Naomi G. Royde-Smith is a first-rate 
novelist. Whatever he may think of the main theme, 
a rich pleasure awaits every discriminating reader in 
the by-products, the minor characters of this book. 
There are four women; Winona, Lady Bottomley; 
Aunt Elizabeth; Mrs. Barraclough, and Jane Bird 
who are triumphantly good, and a crowd of others 
who come to life in a single sentence. London is 
evoked again in these pages. T h e whole is informed 
with a certain, warm, humane sense of fun that is 
rare in a woman. I t is invaluable to have a view of 
women from such a woman. 

The Sprig-htly Jest 
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Reviewed by W I L L I A M ROSE B E N E T 

NOTHING seems so rare as a humorous 
volume that is consistently humorous. And 
one should never read volumes of humor 

•with an eye toward reviewing them. Some of the 
funniest things are just spontaneously idiotic and 
can not be explained to the reader. All the re
viewer can do is to bring in a general report at 
to what seems to him the percentage of true fun-
riiness in the books he has essayed. And even then, 
if he has seriously sat down to them, to write a 
review, they won't seem nearly as funny as if he 
had picked them up in idle and expansive moments 
and not worked so hard trying to analyze their 
merits. 

W e have found Mr . Corey Ford's volume, of 
those listed above, the easiest to read, and Miss 
Loos's volume the next easiest. Mr . Ford takes 
off in burlesque a popular series of books for boys 
that is still being issued, so far as we know. He 
hits off the main characteristics of this series, and 
of similar series, in a very amusing fashion, and he 
introduces, toward the end, parodies of certain 
popular writers of the day,—even of the humorous 
Mr. Donald Ogden Stewart, to whom it seems to 
us he owes something in developing his own line. 

W e are inclined to mark Mr . Ford about eighty-
five percent for his book. Miss Loos, in hers, gives 
us the diary of an amusing little gold-digger, 
"beautiful but dumb." Her book is a notable 
character-drawing of a modern type. She convinces 
us that she knows the type thoroughly. T h e illiter
ate journal of the blonde that gentlemen prefer 
canters along with considerable sprightliness. I t 
is of the order of books to which the famous Billy 
Baxter of "Billy Baxter's Letters" (a popular 
favorite of a generation ago) belonged, and to 
which Streeter's "Dere Mable" was a wartime con
tribution. I t celebrates a typical siren of the day, 
the little lady who is being educated by kind M r . 
Eisman, and relates how she educates the gentlemen 
she meets. Miss Loos's touch upon her particular 
material is quite as sure as M r . Ford's is upon his, 
though her area for satire is more restricted. W e 
are inclined to mark Miss Loos eighty percent. 

And we are inclined to give Mr . Don Herold, 
a weather-beaten old salt of a contemporary hu
morist, about a seventy-five for his "Bigger and Bet
ter ." He is funny in both text and pictures. His 
idiocy is genial and gentle and mixed with sad 
philosophy. His book is a series of short pieces, and 
he knows the appeal of brevit}^ W e have never 
found him uproarious, but he has often been fun
nier than we expected. 

I t seems to us that Mr . Herold is, on the whole, 
funnier than Mr . "Bugs" Baer, to whom we will 
assign the passing mark of sixty-five, but no more. 
W e have listened to the kind of paragraphs Mr . 
Baer strings together from our youth up. T h e 
humorists changed, but the line was more or less the 
same. W e do not discern subtlety, the strokes are 
broad and obvious. W e have heard a deal of this 
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